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Research Focus

The modeling of the 22nm FDSOI transistors in order to be able to
represent the electrical behavior of the transistors in a temperature range
from 100mK to 10K with high predictive power. It is further necessary to be
able to make a sufficiently accurate prediction of the behavior up to about
100K to be able to simulate the effects of local temperature hotspots due
to self-heating. Since the standard models available in commercial circuit
simulators are not capable of meeting this requirement, the necessary
effects must be investigated and the models extended and parameterized
accordingly.

In the field of cryogenics AdMOS has realized CMOS based libraries up to
77K and structure sizes of 180nm as a service.

Furthermore, AdMOS develops complete SPICE simulation libraries for
CMOS and GaN processes covering ultra-modern FinFET processes up to
discrete power devices. We perform a wide variety of measurements
necessary for modeling in our semiconductor measurement laboratory.

Finally, AdMOS offers measurement equipment for the acquisition of low
frequency noise for sensors and semiconductor devices. Thus, there is a
large experience in the development of extremely low noise measurement
amplifiers and in the application of the measurement techniques for
different applications.

Part of the above modeling
task concerns the low-
frequency noise of the
transistors in the temperature
range described. The objective
here is to be able to measure
the even lower noise signals
that are to be expected at
cryogenic temperatures
compared to the normal
temperature range down to a
minimum of -55°C. This is to be done by means of the AdMOS model. For
this purpose, possibilities are to be explored to improve the sensitivity of
the noise measurement systems used by AdMOS by a factor of 2-3.

AdMOS Noise Measurement System
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for CMOS transistor simulation
models worldwide since 1999
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Project Summary

Within the extensive overall project, the sub-project "QSolid_KryoMod -
Simulation Models for Highly Integrated Cryogenic Electronics" is located in
work package 5 "Engineering for Hardware Integration Provides Tailored
Classical Room Temperature Electronics and Cryogenic Electronics" with a
focus on cryogenic electronics. The goals of this focus are to lay the
foundations for systematic design of optimized circuits using cryo-models,
optimized transistors and circuit concepts.

Our subproject concentrates on cryo-models, which are compact models of
the transistors of the technology used for circuit simulation. Their
formulation is to be modified for the use in the cryogenic area after
analysis of the transistor behavior. For further use for circuit design by the
partners, it is planned to create a complete PDK (Process Design Kit) for
standard and optimized transistors based on the CMOS technology
characterized in the cryogenic range.

Characteristics of 22nm FD SOI transistors from partner Global Foundries [1]

The innovative solution approach lies in the direct implementation of the
additional effects in the publicly available and also usable Verilog-A code of
the transistor simulation models. So far, only solutions are known where a
correct behavior was achieved by shifting the reference temperature of the
models or by adding external elements.

22nm FDSOI transistor

insufficiently covered by the standard simulation model. The model
equations can then be effectively adapted. Subsequent parameterization
produces a model library for integration into the PDK. A particular focus is
on capturing the noise behavior of the transistors. For the correct
measurement of the very low noise signals at cryogenic temperatures, we
are investigating improved measurement systems with a higher sensitivity
than currently available.

The subproject lays the foundation for an efficient design of the complex
integrated circuits in spatial proximity to the quantum processors. Without
the adapted compact models, efficient simulation of both the digital
libraries and analog circuits is not possible.

The exploitation of the results by AdMOS shall partly be done by
generating additional modules for the parameter extraction software
produced by AdMOS as well as in the increase of the sensitivity of the
AdMOS noise measurement systems. Furthermore, it is planned to extend
the portfolio of modeling services of AdMOS by the aspect of cryo-
electronics with the methodology researched in the subproject.

[1] Performance and Low-Frequency Noise of 22-nm FDSOI Down to 4.2 K
for Cryogenic Applications, 2020 IEEE TED 67(11):4563 – 4567

The solution of the problem is done in
close coordination with the partners.
Based on electrical measurements of
the partners on test chips in the
temperature range from 100mK to
10K, an analysis of the data is
performed with the aim to represent
the physical effects which are only


